
2021 Twin Cities Veg Fest Sponsorship Levels 
Category Benefit Platinum 

($6,000) 
Gold ($2,500) Silver ($1,500)

Bronze 
(exhibitor fee + 

$500)

Product 
donor* 

Day-of Festival 
Benefits

Naming rights to area of festival (virtual 
and live event) Zero waste

Cooking Demo Tent 
or Speakers Tent

Water station, 
Volunteer and VIP 
area, Family Area, 
Bicyle Parking, Ask 
a Dietitian, Picnic 

Area

Reserved parking 4 spots 2 spots 1 spot

Choice of general location, top spots on 
virtual page, # of physical plots¹

4 spots: tents, 
tables, chairs, 

electric

2 spots: 2 tents & 
tables, 4 chairs, and 

second level 
electricity

1 spot: tent, table, 
2 chairs, and basic 

electricity

1 spot: table, 2 
chairs

placement choice 
if paid exhibitor

Free quick pick up meals 5 people 4 people 3 people 2 people
2 people if paid 

exhibitor

Indoor VIP area access 

Opportunity to introduce or be 
recognized before cooking demos, 
speakers, awards, and/or music 
performances  1

four times once  

Recognition on welcome banner large logo large logo medium logo small logo text

Items in the swag bag 3 items 2 items 1 item
1 (possibly more 

depending on 
items)

Day-of Virtual 
Event Benefits

Display Ads 

Ads (image file) are 
displayed to right 
of the Mainstage 
and are displayed 

for 25 seconds, and 
then the next ad 

gets displayed after 
5 mins.

Ad appears after 
platinum ads. Ads 

(image file) are 
displayed to right of 
the Mainstage and 

are displayed for 25 
seconds, and then 

the next ad gets 
displayed after 5 

mins.

Ads (image file) 
will appear below 
the header image 
on the Main Hall 

page. Rotate 
automatically on 

10 second 
intervals. 728 x 90 

image

Ads (image file) will 
appear below the 
header image on 

the Main Hall 
page. Rotate 

automatically on 
10 second 

intervals. 468 x 60

Ads (image file) 
will appear below 
the header image 
on the Main Hall 

page. Rotate 
automatically on 

10 second 
intervals. 468 x 60

Priorty Virtual Booth towards the top of 
the event page

priority 1 priority 2 priority 3 priority 4  free virtual booth

Scheduled Notification pop-ups to 
redirect users to your booth or present 
a message

3 during the event 2 during the event 1 during the event

Pre- and post-
festival benefits

Inclusion in press release  

Recognition on promotional posters 
and virtual event site

Invited to the Virtual Preview Event on  
September 12th

At the Sept.12th Virtual Preview Event 
mainstage video advertisment

20 minutes of 
mainstage video ad 

time

10 minutes of 
mainstage video ad 

time

5 minutes of 
mainstage video 

ad time

Logo will be on our 
transition slide

Logo will be on 
our transiion slide

Logo on the front page of the TCVF 
website horizontal banner large medium small text recognition

Name and location highlighted on 
program/map of TCVF venue 

large logo and 50 
words of text on 

cover
medium logo small logo bold text listing bold text listing

Recognition in CAA's weekly newsletter 

in intro with 
exclusive mention, 

and an article 
about your brand 

with a photo

in WU intro, in 
newsletter article 
about your brand

in WU intro, in 
newsletter article 
(combined with 

various sponsors)

in newsletter 
article (combined 

with various 
sponsors)

in newsletter 
article (combined 

with various 
sponsors)

Pre and/or post-festival thank you on 
the TCVF and CAA Facebook and 
Instagram pages

pre and post pre and post pre
pre (combined 

with others)
pre (combined 

with others)

"Featured like" by the TCVF page and 
follow from Instagram

*250 or more samples for swag bags and/or VIP and volunteer areas
¹Choice provided in order of sponsor level and sponsor agreement date
Must be a cash sponsorship (Can't be "in-kind")


